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Abstract

In this paper we exploit edges in images to build
features for object category recognition. We build a
line based image approximation to identify the domi-
nant edge structures and use SIFT descriptors to cap-
ture the object shape. Combinations of co-occurring
features improve the recognition performance but suf-
fer from complexity due to combinatorial problems. To
represent more complex structures we combine descrip-
tors connected by lines fitted to dominant edges. In
this way we incorporate weak topological constraints
into the representation which improve its discriminative
power.

The results are compared with state-of-the-art, and
show significant improvement. Kernel based fusion is
performed to emphasize the complementary nature of
our descriptors with respect to the state-of-the-art fea-
tures. The results are presented on challenging PASCAL
VOC 2007 dataset

1. Introduction

State-of-the-art object recognition approaches [4, 11,
10] are based on local descriptors, codebook representa-
tion and kernel based classifiers. Despite very active re-
search in the recognition community there is no differ-
ent approach applicable to a general recognition prob-
lem that would lead to competitive results. The main
improvements are therefore being done in the compo-
nents of this approach. This paper focuses on the fea-
tures extracted from the image. Instead of designing a
new descriptor it proposes an approach to capture more
complex shape structures by combining existing state-
of-the-art descriptors [6]. We focus on dominant edge
structures to represent the shape of many object cate-
gories. Edges have been successfully used in the con-
text of object recognition, in particular [7] has exploited
edges to detect objects. Connected edge pairs were used
in [3] to improve the discriminative properties of shape

descriptors. However, the repeatability of such built
structures is low due to ambiguities in selecting edges
for pairs. Large number of combinations was used to
overcome this problem which resulted in overcomplete
and redundant representations. Pairs of interest points
were also used in [9] to combine appearance and topol-
ogy of local image structures in the context of wide
baseline matching. This representation is not robust
to occlusion or background clutter as random pairs of
points were formed. The main problem is to identify the
features that can form a pair likely to repeat across ex-
amples of the same object. We propose to use segmenta-
tion maps that provide labeled regions including bound-
aries and vertices. To reduce the number of vertices that
are often due to noise we fit lines into region bound-
aries and keep only dominant structures. We then use
the dominant lines to find the features in the form of line
centers and end points. The edge patterns at these points
are then described by a histogram of gradient orienta-
tions similar to SIFT [5]. The main contribution is the
representation based on pairs of such features that cap-
ture larger than interest points yet repeatable patterns in
images. Pairs of points that are connected within the
same segment are likely to belong to the same object
thus more robust to occlusion and viewpoint change.
They are also more discriminative than the individual
points. The proposed representation is extensively eval-
uated on challenging Pascal 2007 dataset [2]. The re-
sults are presented and compared with the best perform-
ing features within a state-of-the-art recognition system.
We obtain significant improvement over existing point
based representations and demonstrate that our features
are complementary to them. The reminder of this paper
is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the approach
to obtain approximate line based images using segmen-
tation maps as well as features based on connected line
ends. Section 3 discusses the classification approach
and section 5 presents the experimental results.



2. Feature Extraction Approach

In this section we discuss our feature extraction ap-
proach based on dominant line segments. We first
present the line segment extraction and then the features
based on this representation. The features include line
segment descriptors and connected line ends that exploit
the topological relations between segment vertices.

2.1. Dominant Line Segment Extraction

Dominant line segment extraction starts with an edge
detection algorithm. The edge map can be computed by
a standard edge detector or from the boundaries of any
segmentation method. In contrast to edge detectors such
as Canny, the segmentation methods also identify which
edges and vertices belong to the same segment, which
we exploit later. It also filters out small noise edges
from texture that typically remain after Canny detec-
tor. The segmentation map is computed using standard
Watershed approach for its efficiency. The map is illus-
trated in figure 1. To identify the dominant edges we fit
lines into segment boundaries. We have used RANSAC
with 5 parameters to estimate for each line segment:
mid-point (xcen, ycen), length (l), perpendicular dis-
tance (ρ) of the line from top left corner of the image,
which is also considered as origin, and orientation (θ)
of this perpendicular line from origin. To capture dom-
inant structure and avoid noise due to small segments
we only keep the lines above a significant length. Pa-
rameters of RANSAC for line fitting allow us to control
the fitting of lines and also give smoothing effect over
the segmentation boundaries. For example, it helps us
to avoid fitting of another line in case of small changes
in orientation (control fitting), or if the change in orien-
tation is for a small number of edge pixels (smoothing
effect on segment boundaries). Given this parametric
representation the line based image approximation can
be reconstructed with high accuracy. Figure 1 illustrates
the process: (a) is the original image, (b) is the cor-
responding watershed segmented image with segment
boundaries, (c) is the reconstructed line based image
approximation. As one can notice the reconstructed im-
age is sufficiently close to the original one to allow for
recognition of objects based on their shapes.

Line Based Features. Lines fitted on the segment
boundaries are important because, they carry the struc-
ture of the object, and represent the border area or high
transition area between the two segments. To capture
appearance of this important region we define a circular
region of interest around fitted line. Diameter of this re-
gion is equal to the length of the fitted line and center is
aligned with the center of the line. The circular region
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Figure 1. Polygon based representation.

corresponding to line l1 in illustrated in figure 1 (d). To
emphasis only the dominant lines we filter out the lines
which are insignificant by throwing them away based on
their lengths. The edge patterns in the area around dom-
inant lines are described by histogram of gradient orien-
tation similar to SIFT [5]. The results are presented in
section 5.

Connected Line Ends. State-of-the-art recognition
approaches use various types of interest point detectors
to define regions of interest which are scale or affine
invariant. These regions are then encoded by any suit-
able descriptor for classification. In our representation
of image lines are fitted on roughly straight edges. If
there is more than a specific degree of change in the ori-
entation (θ) of edge pixels for a significant number of
pixels, a new line is fitted. This means that line end
points are the high curvature points, like corner and
other junctions joined by roughly straight lines having
different orientations. Thus line end points serve as a
compact interest point detector. Smoothing of segmen-
tation boundaries and Controlled fitting as described
above gives us non-redundant representation by avoid-
ing interest points which are due to noise. The line end
points common between two lines or very close to each
other can be merged to get even less number of inter-
est points. We define a circular region of constant area
around the lines end points and encode this area by his-
togram of gradient orientation similar to SIFT [5].

Lines on the boundaries of segments contain the
structure of objects. For example, simple TV monitor
can be represented by only 15 to 20 lines. The key idea



here is to do pairwise grouping of descriptors instead of
grouping of simple lines which carry far less informa-
tion and, hence, has an upper bound on performance.
Pairs of points that are connected by a dominant line
within the same segment are concatenated with each
other based on the orientation of the line. The angle be-
tween x-axis and dominant line define the order of the
line ends. For acute angle the line end point closer to the
y-axis is taken as the first point as shown by point l31
in figure 1(d), for obtuse angle the line end point farther
from the y-axis is taken as the first point as shown by
point l21 in figure 1(d). Both connected line end points
are described by histogram of gradient orientation and
get concatenated at the end. The combinations based on
dominant lines end points represent the structure of the
object because of the structural information present in
the object dominant lines. Connected Line end points
are not only repeatable like line end point but also more
discriminative than the individual line ends. The results
of line end and connected line end based descriptors are
presented in section 5.

3. Object Recognition System

In this section we discuss our object recognition ap-
proach based on a combination of spectral regression,
a tool for dimensionality reduction and manifold learn-
ing, and Kernel Discriminant Analysis (SR-KDA) in-
troduced in [1]. SR-KDA is chosen for object recog-
nition because its complexity scales linearly with re-
spect to the number of classes while its performance
is consistent with state-of-the-art methods. The ob-
ject recognition problem is modeled as two class prob-
lem by dividing the original data set into N sets. For
each object category α ∈ Y a separate binary classifier
hα : X → {¬α, α} is learned, where Y = {1, 2, ..., N}
is finite number of object classes.

We compute the descriptor as described in section 2
and used bag-of-words model [8] to represent the im-
age. There are three types of feature points combined
with SIFT descriptor (i) line segments, (ii) line end and
(iii) pairs of line ends. For visual codebooks, each de-
scriptor is clustered using k-means to form a codebook
of 4000 clusters. The image is divided into 4 spatial
grids [4]: entire image, horizontal bars (1x3), vertical
bars (3x1) and image quarters (2x2). Each spatial grid
is then represented by histograms of codebook occur-
rences. For each of 4 spatial location grids, a separate
kernel matrix is computed which are then combined by
simple averaging. The kernel function to compute the
entry (i, j) of the kernel matrix is based on the χ2 dis-

tance between features Fi and Fj :

k(Fi, Fj) = e−
1
Adistχ2 (Fi,Fj)

where, A is a scalar for normalizing the distance, and is
set to average χ2 distance between all features [11].

4. Experimental Setup

This section presents the experimental results on
challenging data set Pascal VOC 2007 [2] which con-
sists of 20 object classes with 9963 image examples
(2501 training, 2510 validation, and 4952 testing im-
ages). The data includes both indoor and outdoor
scenes, truncated and occluded objects at various scales
and different lighting conditions. We present the results
using average precision (AP) [2], which is proportional
to area under precision recall curve. Mean average pre-
cision (MAP) is computed by averaging scores for all
20 classes.

5. Results and Discussion

The classification results of approaches discussed
earlier are presented in table 1, and their compari-
son is made with other methods from [10]. Dense
and DenseOpp are densely sampled SIFT and Oppo-
nent color SIFT, respectively. These two are our ref-
erence methods which gave top scores in [10] as well
as in other methods evaluated in Pascal Challenge [2].
We experimented with other interest point detectors
from [6] but the results were lower than for Dense SIFT
also due to much lower number of detected features.
Note that our approach is not using color information
even though color brings 1.8% overall improvement ac-
cording to the scores for these two methods in table 1.
Significant improvements by all our edge based repre-
sentations upon Dense and DenseOpp can be noticed.
For example, LB (line based) gives overall 4.5% and
2.7% improvement over Dense and DenseOpp, respec-
tively. LE (line ends encoded by SIFT) lead to larger
improvements of 6.6% over Dense SIFT. This advan-
tage was further increased by 1% with ConLE (con-
nected line ends) based on pairs of descriptors. In most
cases Average precisions (AP) for individual categories
in LB, LE and ConLE shows improvements upon Dense
and even upon DenseOPP. For shape based classes such
as car, sofa, horse and train the improvement is between
5 to 10%. For other rigid classes such as bicycle, bus,
diningtable, motorbike improvement is even higher and
reaches nearly 20% for diningtable (mark in bold in ta-
ble 1). These results suggests that our representation



Concepts Dense DenseOPP LB LE ConLE LB+ LE+ ConLE+ 14 Kernels ConLE+
[10] [10] Dense Dense Dense [10] 14 kernels

Aeroplane 66.0 70.9 64.9 70.2 68.3 76.6 78.1 77.4 80.5 81.1
Bicycle 48.7 50.4 53.1 58.4 60.7 61.7 63.4 64.8 67.7 69.0
Bird 39.8 43.7 35.5 41.3 42.8 46.0 47.1 47.8 60.0 60.7
Boat 54.7 60.4 58.7 59.4 60.9 67.3 66.2 66.9 72.1 72.2
Bottle 16.7 17.6 21.3 19.1 20.0 21.8 20.3 20.1 27.2 28.0
Bus 44.3 43.3 52.3 59.1 57.7 63.9 65.4 64.4 67.7 68.8
Car 70.4 69.4 74.2 75.7 77.6 78.4 78.6 79.4 80.4 81.1
Cat 43.4 38.4 53.7 53.6 53.5 57.4 57.0 56.7 58.0 59.4
Chair 41.6 40.2 45.8 46.4 46.3 49.3 48.9 48.4 51.9 52.6
Cow 28.8 29.2 32.1 31.8 33.0 37.5 36.8 36.4 46.1 45.9
Diningtable 23.5 31.2 45.9 52.7 58.7 54.0 57.1 59.4 57.6 63.0
Dog 37.6 36.6 37.6 39.1 38.8 40.3 40.6 39.1 46.8 47.1
Horse 68.6 73.9 73.8 76.3 77.0 78.2 78.3 78.8 82.3 82.7
Motorbike 48.2 50.7 56.1 60.5 62.9 64.0 64.6 65.9 67.5 68.7
Person 79.9 81.8 82.4 82.9 83.6 85.0 84.8 84.9 87.6 88.0
Pottedplant 12.2 15.7 20.3 23.3 21.9 24.5 25.7 23.9 38.2 39.2
Sheep 26.5 38.2 30.2 26.3 26.0 29.2 26.6 25.7 48.5 46.8
Sofa 35.7 31.1 35.3 37.5 40.5 43.1 44.6 45.2 48.6 49.4
Train 66.6 69.0 72.5 73.8 75.7 78.4 78.3 78.8 84.8 85.1
Tvmonitor 43.3 39.6 40.2 41.0 42.1 48.5 48.7 49.1 53.3 54.6
AP 44.8 46.6 49.3 51.4 52.4 55.3 55.6 55.7 61.3 62.2

Table 1. Mean Average Precision of PASCAL VOC 2007.

carry more salient information about object shape than
the state-of-the-art features.

To investigate the complementarity of our features to
state-of-the-art representation we perform their kernel
level fusion. Kernels produced by different approaches
are averaged [1] and a classifier is trained. There is an
improvement of 10% or more in Dense method by com-
bining it with any of our features. It shows that our ap-
proach is indeed complementary to dense sampling and
leads to significant increase of performance.

To produce state-of-the-art results on this dataset we
combined our features with 14 other descriptors by av-
eraging it with 14 kernels from [10]. These kernels are
based on dense sampling as well as on Harris-Laplace
detector encoded with SIFT, HVS-SIFT, Opponent-
SIFT, RGB-SIFT, and other color variants of SIFT. The
results for the 14 kernels are given in table 1. Com-
bined kernels score significantly better than any indi-
vidual one, and the improvement is nearly 10%. We
added our best performer ConLE to the sum of 14 ker-
nels (ConLE +14 kernels in table 1). This further im-
proves the state-of-the-art score by 1%. It is a signif-
icant gain given small differences between results for
this dataset from various systems reported in the litera-
ture.

6. Conclusions

We have proposed an approach to extract and local
image features based on line segments fitted into domi-

nant edges in images. We have also proposed a method
to combine local descriptors into repeatable pairs that
capture more complex image shapes. We have exten-
sively evaluated the features within a state-of-the-art
recognition system on a challenging benchmark data.
The proposed methods lead to significant improvements
over state-of-the-art interest points. The results indicate
that using the end points and junctions of significant
edge structures enables filtering out less salient points
which are frequently detected by interest point detec-
tors. Pairs of line ends allow encoding more complex
structure and result in higher performance. We have
also demonstrated that our method is complementary
to other features which together produce state-of-the-art
results on this dataset.
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